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hope this tutorial helped you! if you need anything else, feel free to ask. and if youd like to add more
songs, leave a comment below, and i will add it on the next tutorial! i hope you have fun with this, j. jon
says: hi jon, thanks for the help. ive never used a portable mp3 player before, so ive no idea how to get

them to recognise the.mp3 files. i guess i need to put them onto the portable mp3 player first and then it
will work? ive not tried it though, so im not sure how to do that. i still get the same error when i try to

choose the songs i want in the.txt file. i get the error reading: "error opening a.txt file: the system cannot
find the specified file. (directory + song.txt)". any tips would be greatly appreciated! thanks! but if your
problem is a "note length error", the solution is probably as simple as getting the note length right. you
can either change the note length to 2 for all, or you can change the note length of one song only, and

then apply that to all other songs within that songs pack. you need to open the ultrastar directory (which
is in the same directory as the songs you are working with, as ultrastar wont work without those), and go

to the error.txt file within the folder. then, scroll down the list until you find the song in question, and
note the note length. then, go to the song in question (located in the songs directory), and open the file,
and edit line number 2 to have a note length of 2 (i.e. there is a line that says "1122" in the file, change

it to "1122 2"). then save and close the file, and move to the next song in the songs folder.
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10) if you wish to add in
non-singstar songs, then

follow these
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instructions:a) add songs
using the source tab in

ultrastar.b) when adding
songs, you will be given
the option of whether to

add the audio, or
whether to add just the

midi files. select the
former option. to

summarise what to do so
far: create a folder on
your computer for the
game (e.g. c: ultrastar
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deluxe) create another
folder inside it for your
songs copy a number of
songs to the new folder
open the.txt file for each
song, and change the file
type to.mp3.txt save all
the songs, and replace
all the original mp3.txt
files with the new one.
this should make the

songs play in-game. 10)
now you need to go into
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the software that plays
the songs (e.g. ultrastar
deluxe), and change the

file type of the mp3
to.mp3. 11) from the

menu at the top, select
save. 12) name the new
mp3.txt file. 13) find the
mp3 in your song folder,
and drag it onto the new.

i hope this has been of
some use to you, and

this guide should prove
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to be a very useful tool
for anyone who is trying
to add their own music in

game (and ive already
got a few ideas about

how to add more songs
to the game, but i want

to see what other people
think about this before i
start). now for a bit of
discussion on the pros

and cons of this method.
to begin with, this
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method is great for
adding new songs. its

relatively easy to do and
can be done on your

own. the main problem is
the price of buying the
mp3s. you will have to
buy a number of songs,

and you may end up
paying more than buying

a game. this is a big
problem for me, and i

really dont want to start
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buying songs without
having to look around for
the best price. as i said

before, i dont want to do
that right now because i
want to see what people

think of my guide.
5ec8ef588b
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